It from Δ-Logit Vladimir I. Rogozhin ideabank@yandex.ru June 05, 2013 Abstract Total ontological unification of matter at all levels of reality as a whole, its "grasp" of its dialectical structure, space dimensionality and structure of the language of nature – "house of Being" [1], gives the opportunity to see the "place" and to understand the nature of information as a phenomenon of Ontological Memory, the measure of being of the whole, "the soul of matter", qualitative quality of the absolute forms of existence of matter (absolute states). "Information" and "time" are multivalent phenomena of Ontological Memory (OntoMemory) substantiating the essential unity of the world on the "horizontal" and "vertical". Ontological constructing of dialectics of Logos self-motion, total unification of matter, "grasp" of the nature of information leads to the necessity of introducing a new unit of information showing the ideas of dialectical formation and generation of new structures and meanings, namely Delta-Logit (ΔLogit), qualitative quantum-prototecton, fundamental organizing, absolute existential-extreme. The simplest mathematical symbol represents the dialectical microprocessor of the Nature. Ontological formula of John A. Wheeler «It from Bit» [2] is "grasped" as the first dialectic link in the chain of ontological formulas → "It from Δ-Logit" → "It from OntoMemory" → "It from Logos, Logos into It". Ontological Memory core, the attractor of the new conceptual structure of the world of the information age, which is based on Absolute generating structure, the representant of onto-genetic code of the Universe. We can well believe that we will first understand how simple the universe is when we will recognise how strange it is.[3] John Archibald Wheeler About the "Crisis of interpretation and representation", Understanding, the Structure of Reality and the Language of Nature Transitional stage from one era to another, information revolution in all spheres of human existence necessarily promotes fundamental science, especially physics experiencing, like all science, "the crisis of interpretation and representation" [4] to a deeper study of the phenomenon of information, definition of its nature, introduction of new concepts, new logic and new structuring of reality "sub specie aeternitatis", and as a result, understanding of the world as a whole, in which the information appears in a variety of hypostasis. The problem of understanding the nature of the information is the problem of ontological justification of fundamental knowledge, namely, physics and mathematics as the utmost deep sign systems. For more than one hundred years, these two fundamental sign systems have "loss the certainty". [5, 6, 7] In mathematics, the process of "loss of certainty" began with discovery of "non-Euclidean" geometries and lasted about 100 years, when the G. Weyl in 1946, said sadly: "We are now less than ever confident in primary fundamentals of mathematics and logic. We are going through our own "crisis" just like all and everything goes through it in the modern world". [8] The peak of the crisis – mathematical "counter-revolution" of the late 19th century [9] and the epic of unsuccessful justification of mathematics in the first half of the 20th century [10]. Now the problem of justification of mathematics for some strange reason is diligently "swept under the rug". It is not even included by the mathematicians in the "millennium problems". In the early 21th century, as the mathematician Yu.A. Neretin notes, "The situation in mathematics and mathematical physics of the last 10-15 years is quickly becoming more sinister... In particular, there is a crisis of the ability (and desire!) of mathematicians to understand each other" [11]. In physics, "loss of certainty" also took place gradually, over about a hundred years since the beginning of the study of the phenomenon of electromagnetism, the peak is the theory of relativity with its paradoxes and curvature of ideal reality and quantum mechanics, with its multiplicity of interpretations. The attempt of "ontological revolution" of Einstein-Planck remained unfinished. Empiricism helps physicists, mathematicians are helped by going to the highest floors of abstraction. The peak of the age of "loss of certainty" in physics is "string" epic going on for more than forty years. Physicists have only recently started to delve into the essential foundations of their science – and very carefully. But whether mathematicians manage to "close physics?" [12]. And mathematics and physics have one foundation – essential primary structure of Nature. In his work "The Assayer", Galileo Galilei wrote "Philosophy [i.e. physics] is written in this grand book - I mean the universe - which stands continually open to our gaze, but it cannot be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the language and interpret the characters in which it is written. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its characters are triangles, circles, and other geometrical figures, without which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it; without these, one is wandering around in a dark labyrinth" [13]. How to extend the interpretation of "Signs of Nature" and thus overcome the crisis in the basic sciences, which is essentially a crisis of understanding of nature and its language? Turn of physics to the phenomenon of information is the evidence of the right way. This turn from "Science of formulas" to "Science of forms", from the principle of "shut up and count" to the principle "understanding and count fast". Creation of the "new physics" is contributed by modern information revolution. L. Wittgenstein in "Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus" noted an increasing tend to merge, identify language with the world. "Logic fills the world; the boundaries of the world are its boundaries". [14] According to Wittgenstein, logical symbolism is identical to the ontological structure of the world. While L. Wittgenstein considered his formula "language is a form of life" unsuccessful, the phenomenon of the information, and our studies suggest that the formula of Wittgenstein is semantically correct, since it refers to the "first essence" – the form. In the previous essay, "Paradigm of the Part Vs. Paradigm of the Whole...The Absolute Generative Structure" [15], it was shown how using the "goddess of forms" – Eidotea on the way towards total unification of matter and on the basis of ontological constructing of a "network of eternity" with the smallest semantic "cells" of triangular shape you can "grasp" "the Proteus of nature", imaginative matter metaphor, and as a result – to "grasp" the structure of the language in which the Nature speaks to us. Using the idea of N. Burbaki on "generating structures" of mathematics (les structuresmères) [16], and the idea of total unification of matter, namely the idea of absolute forms of existence of matter (absolute states), Superaxiom and Superprinciple, the ontological structure of the world was built in the form of "Absolute generative structure" represented in the simplest mathematical symbol. As a result it was determined that the structure of language as a "house of Being" is "linear-wave-vortex". [15] As a result, the extensive materialistic interpretation of nature and meaning was offered ("the meaning is in the direction of what..." M. Heidegger) of one of the basic concepts of quantum mechanics – "state vector" as a mathematical representant, "carrier" (representing) the fundamental state of matter in the sign: absolute rest + absolute motion + absolute formation in their dialectic generating trinity. Not for nothing in the philosophy of Pythagorean numbers, the first of the thinkers of the ancient world, who started using the term "philosophy", "three" (Greek TRIA) was the first number beginning the series of numbers stretching into infinity representing the lameness of two major generative forces in this series. Pythagoras was a good dialectician, but what is interesting to note, he learned the basics of cosmogonic theory of numbers from hierophants of the country of pyramids – the Ancient Egypt. One of the greatest ideas in the history of mathematics was the idea of "increment" and its representation in the mathematical symbol ∆ - "Delta". Extended ontology of "Heavenly Triangle" (Plato) of three carrier vectors (∆ - "Delta") represents a basic dialectical action – Qualitative quantum, Quantum-prototecton, Primary Increment. It is a symbol, primary matrix of limit field of absolute states of matter. "Heavenly Triangle" or the Absolute transcendental figure, which was the basis of constructing a "network" to catch Proteus is eidos (limiting image), gnosis (the sum of limit transitions), measure ("qualitative quantity"), matrix ("frame" – limit of the process), and the law ("fundamental cycle") [15]. And as a result, three simplest mathematical symbols formed and essentially justified the "cell" of primary process of the nature, ontological scheme of nature microprocess. The question remains – what this natural microprocessor keeps and what Absolute generating structure creates? About the "Form" and the nature of "Information". Ontological Memory Protagoras of Abdera offerd his "anthropic key" to unlocking the mysteries of the World as a Whole, establishing the principle of Homomensura: "A Man is a measure of all things: existing in their existence, not existing in their non-existence". For all 2.5 thousand years, philosophers tried to decipher this principle. But "decipher" a Man as the measure means to "understand" him, to understand is to "grasp the structure". [17] To "grasp the structure" is to "grasp" the "absolute forms of existence" ("extremes of existence" – "absolute modus") of a thing (process). Because the form of any thing including "thinking", according to Aristotle, is the essence of its being, "the primary essence". The form is the minimum common origin, which corresponds to the selfexisting things and represents that properties of things that are unique to it "on their own", in a necessary and constant manner, i.e. fundamental. Aristotle's teaching about the form in the 20th century most systematically was developed by a philosopher V.N. Ilyin in "Statics and dynamics of pure form or Essay on General Morphology". [18] V.N. Ilyin considered his "General Morphology" as "a science which task is to methodologically promote and justify modern science – exact and humanitarian". "General Morphology" of N. Ilyin is a system of philosophical knowledge, a kind of matter science of being which in its foundation is based on the general concept of the form and notion of the border related to it. In the beginnings of "General Morphology" of V.N. Ilyin there is a philosophy of Plato, Aristotle, the Neoplatonists, and especially the philosophy of medieval philosopher Robert Grosseteste (1175 – 1253), Chancellor of Oxford University, founder of the Oxford school of philosophy and natural science, theorist and practician of experimental natural science. In his cosmogonic treatise "About the light or about the beginning of the forms" (De luce seu de inchoatione formarum), R. Grosseteste noted that "...a sensual knowledge is not a knowledge, but the path to it. Because human knowledge is more likely to occur on the relationship of sensual knowledge with understanding". [19]. That is, knowledge of the existence of the phenomenon is incomplete without knowledge of its causes (propterquid). Developing and deepening the ideas of "General Morphology" and the underlying ideas of "beginning of the forms" as a theory of form and morphological variationism gains fundamental importance in the information age for further development, justification and establishing the essential foundation, framework and frames for the whole system of knowledge and primarily all physical. Physics in its development went on the way of "geometrization". [20] However, to date "the beginning of geometry" remains unclear itself. [21] To clarify the "beginning" it is necessary following Protogeometr, go all his millennia way of ups and downs, the path of development (understanding) of primary forms – "point", "line", "circle", "wave" and then – to the generation of such concepts as "quantum" and "string". And only clarifying the dialectic of generation of primary forms of being and thinking, through building the structure of "beginning" you can "grasp" (understand) the nature of the information that is multivalent in its manifestations at every level of existence of the matter as a whole. Hence the difficulty of "grasping" of its nature and several dozens of its "definitions" that do not clarify its nature, and reflect different approaches. [22] Understanding the nature of the information, its essence was undertaken over several decades, from the mid-20th century. [22]. However, there is still no generally accepted view of the nature of the information. Study of the structure of matter and space, total unification of matter on all floors of existence allows us to express and define by the simple concept the essence of information, establish its dialectical, essential relationship with matter and energy, with fundamental structure of reality and structure of language in which Nature speaks to man. So, in the first chapter the structure of reality is considered, essential, dialectical relationship of ideal and material, the unity of physical (material) and ideal reality is shown in a single eidos, represented by a simple mathematical object and representing the fundamental physical principles. The nature is consistent – and it determines such unity. The problem was only in the construction of the fundamental structure of consistent reality. The main way to the final grasp of the essence of the information is understanding of the language spoken by nature. And understanding, how G. Gutner said is "the event that consists in grasping the structure". [17]. Physical reality is formed of all the world's material objects, both substantial and nonsubstantial (e.g., electromagnetic, gravitational and other fields), as well as all motion processes and internal changes that happen with these objects. Ideal reality objectively exists and it is manifested in fundamental constants and laws, its sustainability. As was noted by philosopher M. Mamardashvili, "the understanding of the laws of the world is at the same time an element of the world, the laws of which are understood". [23] That is, consciousness is included in the world as a whole through the phenomenon of understanding ("grasp") of objective laws of nature, its conformity to law, through the sign (eidos-attractor) constricting meanings, namely "vector of consciousness": consciousness is a vector value. Vector in Latin means "carrier" that carries not only the idea of directivity, but the limit attraction. And as a result, total unification of matter at all levels of reality, "grasp" of its fundamental structure, the structure and dimensionality of space, the structure of the language of Nature – "the house of Being", provides in-depth understanding of the nature of information as a phenomenon of ontological memory – "soul of matter", measure of being as a whole – qualitative quantity of absolute forms of existence of matter (absolute states), as a phenomenon of orderly self-motion of logos (absolute idea) and absolute forms of existence of matter. "Information" and "time" are multivalent phenomena of ontological memory substantiating the unity of reality at all its levels. Here we see that the nature of the information time is single – ontological memory of material structure at a certain level of its being as a whole. The first concept shows the phenomenon of transmission, accumulation of ontological structuring of matter, the interaction of elements at all levels of reality as a whole, the second – the phenomenon of genesis of new generating structures, formation of levels of reality. Ontological memory provides the integrity and unity of reality, "holds" its structure, sets the "frames" and the "framework", generates new levels of reality. Ontological structuring of dialectic of self-motion of logos and matter, "grasp" of the nature of the information, its generation and "storage", natural ways of transmission, leads to the conclusion that in addition to parametric information units «bit», «qubit», «qutrit» one shall introduce new information unit representing the idea of generating new structures and meanings, namely Delta-Logit (Δ-Logit), qualitative quantum or prototecton, primary organizing, absolute existential-extreme. The unit reflects the essence of the information and its fundamental properties and manifestations: substantiality, attributivity, functionality, structural properties, consistency, attractiveness, emergence, vector properties. Understanding and technological development of the dialectical concept of "prototecton" directs the mind to the way a qualitative leap in the development of information technology. So, thanks to the information we have received from the "goddess of forms" Eidotea, through primary sign or protecton, i.e. language – "the house of Being", we have constructed the "network", ideal structure – Absolute generating structure, representant of onto-genetic code of the Universe. What is the reason for success of such a "grasp"? It is a qualitative structure of the "cells" of the network, its primary forms as a "storage" of Ontological memory. "Grasping" the Proteus of nature took a lot of "time", but we acquired the main thing that the Proteus had – increment of "memory" or knowledge expressed in the signs of primary forms of "elusive" matter. Today, for edifying the physics if information age, actual as never before becomes the philosophic legacy of A. Einstein: "At the present time, a physicist has to deal with philosophic problems to a much greater extent than physicists of the previous generations had to deal with" and the philosophic legacy of J. Wheeler "Philosophy is too important to be left to the philosophers". [24,25] Сonclusions 1. Overcoming the "crisis of representation and interpretation" of the fundamental sciences is only possible in the way of total ontological unification of matter at all levels of reality, the ultimate compression and restructuring of information accumulated by mankind, its essential analysis and dialectical synthesis, as a result, ontological justification of underlying sign systems – physics and mathematics. Addressing the problem of justification of fundamental sign systems is the way to understanding the essence of being, nature and the "place" of information in the foundation and levels of reality. 2. Reality and its phenomena at all levels of existence is the dialectic of "coincidence of opposites". 3. Ontological memory as a measure of being of a whole (reality) – semantic attractor, central category of a new conceptual structure of the world of the information age, which is based on Absolute generating structure ("super structure", "hyper structure"). Ontological formula of John A. Wheeler «It from Bit» is the first link in the chain of ontological formulas → «It from Δ-Logit» → «It from Ontomemory» → «It from Logos, Logos into It». 4. Information as a phenomenon of Ontological Memory in nature is multivalent in its manifestations at different levels of reality. 5. Understanding of the "place" of the information in conceptual structure of reality and its nature provides a new opportunity, ability and directivity to calculate the Nature: "understand and count fast". 6. Development of "Physics of Information" requires further development of ideas of "General Morphology", "General Theory of measure", "General Theory of Interactions", "General Framework Theory", "General Theory of Structures" [26] , "General Theory of Information" [27,28] as fundamental to expanding the scope of fundamental sign systems. 7. New physics of the information age is a New natural philosophy with the new "mathematics principia", new fundamental "la structure – mère". Understanding mind overcomes the ontological gaps in the grounds of basic sign systems – mathematics and physics. 8. Kant's categorical imperative moves into the area of practical ontology in the theorem of N.A. Umov: "Confrontation of humanity to entropy ruining and/or stopping its rush to eternity, is a "slenderness", a kind of expression of negentropy potential of creative, organizational activities of mankind". [29, 30] Confrontation of humanity to entropy is the understanding of Logos. Logos returns → its understanding "Observers are necessary to bring the Universe into being. " [31] References 1.Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. by Joan Stambaugh, revised by Dennis J. Schmidt (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2010) 2.J. A. Wheeler, It from bit, At Home in the Universe, American Institute of Physics, New York, 1994 3. John A. Wheeler, 1990, "Information, physics, quantum: The search for links" in W. Zurek (ed.) Complexity, Entropy, and the Physics of Information. Redwood City, CA: Addison-Wesley 4. Romanovskaya T.B. Sovremennaya fizika i sovremennoye iskusstvo – paralleli stilya// Fizika v sisteme kultury [Modern physics and contemporary art – parallels of style // Physics in the culture system] http://www.philosophy.ru/iphras/library/physics.html) 5. Morris Kline, Mathematics: The Loss of Certainty, New York OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1980 6. Lee Smolin. The Trouble With Physics: The Rise of String Theory, the Fall of a Science, and What Comes Next .Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2007 7. Leon Brilluen Nauchnaya neopredelyonnost' i informatsiya [Scientific uncertainty and information], Librocom, 2010 8. Hermann Weyl, Mathematics and Logic, American Mathematical Monthly, 53:1946 9. Alexander Zenkin SCIENTIFIC COUNTER-REVOLUTION IN MATHEMATICS http://www.ccas.ru/alexzen/papers/ng-02/contr_rev.htm 10. Sukhotin A.K. Filosofiya matematiki [Philosophy of mathematics] http://ido.tsu.ru/other_res/hischool/filmatem/83.htm 11. Neretin Yu.A. Metod vtorichnogo kvantovaniya Berezina. Vzglyad 40 let spustya [Method of secondary quantization of Berezin. A look 40 years later] 2009 http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/~neretin/zhelobenko/berezin.pdf 12. Mechanik A. Uravnenie zlogo dukha // Interviyu s L. Faddeevym. [The equation of the evil spirit // Interview with L. Faddev] Expert No. 29 (570), 2007 13. Galileo G. Probirnykh del master [The Assayer]/ Tr. Yu.A. Danilova. M.: Science, 1987 14. Witgenstein L. Logiko-filosofskiy traktat [Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus]/ Tr. From German Dobronravova and Lakhuti D.; Gen. ed. and foreword of Asmus V.F. - M.: Science, 2009 15. Rogozhin V. «Paradigm of the Part Vs. Paradigm of the Whole...The Absolute Generative Structure»http://www.fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/1362 16. Burbaki N. Arhitektura matematiki [Mathematics architecture]// Burbaki N. Ocherki po istorii matematiki [Essays on the history of mathematics] - M.: IL, 1963 17. Gutner G. Ontologiya matematicheskogo diskursa [Ontology of mathematical discourse] http://teneta.rinet.ru/rus/ge/gutner_ontology_of_mathematic.htm 18. Ilyin V.N. Statika i dinamika chistoy formy ili Ocherk obshey morfologii // Voprosy filosofii [Statics and dynamics of pure form, or Essay on general morphology // Issues of philosophy], 1996, No. 11. 19. R. Gosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln, O svete ili o nachale form // Voprosy filosofii [About light or about the beginning of the forms // Issues of Philosophy] 1995. No.6. 20. Wheeler, John Archibald, Geometrodynamics. NewYork: Academic Press. 1962 21 Husserl E. Nachalo geometrii. Vvedeniye Zhaka Derrida [Beginning of geometry. The introduction of Jacques Derrid]. -M.: Ad Marginem, 1996 22. Kolin K.K. Struktura realnosti i fenomen informatsii [The structure of reality and the phenomenon of information] // Open Education. 2008. No. 5. 23. Mamardashvili M.K. Neobkhodimost' sebya // Vvedeniye v filosofiyu [The need for self // Introduction to philosophy]. M.: Labirynth, 1996 24. Einstein A. Remarks on Bertrand Russell's theory of knowledge // A. Einstein, Collection of works: In 4 vol./Ed. I.E. Tamm, I.A. Smorodinsky, B.G. Kuznetsov. Vol. IV: Articles, reviews and letters. Evolution of physics. M.: Science, 1967 25. John A. Wheeler, 1990, "Information, physics, quantum: The search for links" in W. Zurek (ed.) Complexity, Entropy, and the Physics of Information. Redwood City, CA: AddisonWesley. 26. Sсhuchov A. «Matematika ili obchaya theoriya struktur?» («Mathematics or the general theory of structures?») http://nounivers.narod.ru/ofir/cts.htm 27. Ronald R. Yager Toward a general theory of information aggregation / Information Sciences, Volume 68, Issue 3, March 1993, Pages 191-206 28. Burgin, M. (2010). Theory of Information: Fundamentality, Diversity and Unification. Singapore: World Scientific Publishing. 29.Umov N.A. Sobraniye sochineniy [Collection of works]. V. 3. M., 1916. 30.Barscht K.A. "Generalnaya liniya evolutsii" i "ontologicheskaya pamyat': opravdaniye hоmо sapiens explorans ["General line of evolution" and "ontological memory": justification of homo sapiens explorans] // ""The minister of the spirit of eternal memory". Nikolay Fedorovich Fedorov. For the 180th anniversary of his birth. Collection of articles. V.2. M., 2010 http://www.pushkinskijdom.ru/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=7hKFh0YoTUE%3D&tabid=10084 31. Wheeler J. A. Genesis and Observership // Foundational Problems in the Special Sciences. Dordrecht,